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Dear Customer, 

 

We’re glad to present a selection of children’s books in French currently 

available in our store. 

This is a small sample of what is available.   The selection in the store is much 

larger.  Please call for information. 

We also do special orders, if you are looking for a specific title let us know. 

We ship across Canada and in the US. 

Descriptions are approximate, prices are in Cdn $ and are subject to change 

without notice. 

Check back often as this list gets updated every few weeks. 

Please don’t hesitate to call if you have any questions or comments. 

 

Updated August 2014 
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FRENCH 

  

TITLE P’tit Loup va sur le pot 

PRICE $7.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 20 pages  6” X 6” 

BINDING Hard cover 

 P'tit Loup learn things every day, along 
with his pals from 2 to 4 years! This time, 
he discovered the pot. What is this 
strange object? Luckily his mum and dad 
are there to help him understand!  

 

 TITLE Jouons avec Leon 

PRICE $ 3.99   

PAGES/ FORMAT 8 pages  5” X 5” 

BINDING Board book 

 Leo turns himself into an animal. Match 
heads to different bodies to invent new 
and strange animals. 

 
 
 

 

TITLE Geronimo Stilton- Piège au parc des 
mystères 

PRICE $ 10.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 128 pages 7” X 6” 

BINDING Soft cover 

 Halloween is a few days away when all of 
the pumpkins in New Mouse City 
disappear! There's a thief on the loose, 
and the thief wants to stop Halloween. 
Geronimo knows something strange is 
going on, but will he and his detective 
friend Hercule Poirat be able to solve the 
mystery in time to save Halloween? 
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TITLE Homme de couleur    

PRICE $ 9.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 30 pages  

BINDING Paperback 

 A story-poem with humor and tenderness, 
transmitted from generation to 
generation by the African oral tradition. It 
raises awareness of the difference and 
challenges the conventional wisdom. 

 

 
 

TITLE Horton entend un zou! 

PRICE $14.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 64 pages  9” X 7” 

BINDING Hardcover 

 Here is the classic tale of the gentle 
elephant Horton and his unyielding effort 
to save the infinitesimally small residents 
of a spec of dust. Perfect for learning to 
read French, Horton entend un Zou! also 
encourages readers to appreciate and 
preserve all creatures - even those so 
small and powerless that they are not 
heard until they unite and cry out together 
to prove their existence. 
 

 

 

 

TITLE Naruto 

PRICE $ 9.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 24 pages  7” X 5” 

BINDING Paperback 

 With the help of Kabuto, the three Ninjas 
put their plan into action to get out of the 
forest of death. But new enemies have a 
trap set for them ... 
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TITLE Ce que j’aime de moi 

PRICE $ 14.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 20 pages  10” X 10” 

BINDING Hardcover 

 There are so many things to love in you. 
From your fingers to your toes and your 
smile to your dreams for the future. The 
collection "What I like ..." celebrates the 
everyday situations that form the basis of 
the experiences of our children. 

 

 

TITLE Bonne Nuit a Tous: Goodnight Everyone 

PRICE $ 9.99 

PAGES/ FORMAT 28 pages  9” X 7” 

BINDING Hardcover 

 At bedtime, Martha wants to say 
goodnight to her stuffed animal friends. 
Soon they're tucked into bed -- but is 
there room for Martha? 

 

 

TITLE ASTÉRIX CHEZ LES PICTES 

PRICE $ 17.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 48 pages  12” X  8”  Comic book 

BINDING Hardcover 

 When Asterix and Obelix rescue a 
mysterious Pict named MacAroon, they 
must journey to Caledonia, now Scotland, 
to return him to his lady love, Camomilla, 
the adopted daughter of the old king. 
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TITLE Le petit prince- la planete du grand 
bouffon 

PRICE $17.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 48 pages 12” X 8”  Comic book 

BINDING Hardcover 

 The Little Prince will discover that the 
Great Goblin was manipulated by his 
prime minister, who wishes to take 
power… 

 

 

TITLE Thomas Hardy- La grande kermrsse 

PRICE $ 14.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 168 pages  8” X 5”   

BINDING Softcover 

 After an extremely positive response from 
the public, the lives of four friends gets 
turned. Buoyed by a new love as well as 
his new popularity, our hero develops a 
grandiose project that will last the entire 
school year. 

 

 TITLE Hunger games La revolte 

PRICE $29.99 

PAGES/ FORMAT 418 pages 9” X 6” 

BINDING Softcover 

 The Capitol is angry and wants revenge. 
Who do they think should pay for the 
unrest? 
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TITLE Stella etait toute petite 

PRICE $ 10.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 32 pages   

BINDING Paperback 

 The wonderful series of Marie-Louise Gay, 
Stella, has toured the world to the delight 
of children. The prizes and awards it has 
collected are only proofs of love that he 
carry his readers. 

 

 

TITLE Le gross monster qui aimait trop lire 

PRICE $ 22.95 

PAGES/ FORMAT 32 pages Books+ CD 

BINDING Hardcover 

 At the edge of a fabulous forest, a big 
monster discovers a strange object. After 
he sniffed and licked it, he rejects it. It has 
no taste! Yet this amazing object will 
change his life  

 

 

 
 
 

TITLE Spoi it! French 

PRICE $14.99 

PAGES/ FORMAT Card game 

BINDING  

 Learn French with Spot it! Basic French! 
This educational game features universal 
images and French words. 
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TITLE French word puzzle 

PRICE  

PAGES/ FORMAT 128 pages 10” X 7 “ 

BINDING Paperback 

 This books helps children learn vocabulary 
and word meanings by working out a 
succession of fun-to-do word puzzles. 
Featured in each book are crosswords, 
word crosses, scrambled-letter puzzles, 
and cryptograms.  
 

 


